Tortuosity on top of the velocity distribution function
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Fig. 2: Path lines from VDF in an overlapping rectangle
model. Tortuosity calculated: T=2.2 and 1.2 for porosity
0.4 and 0.9, respectively.

Introduction

Tortuosity

Tortuosity is a key quantity that, along with porosity and

We compute tortuosity (T) using a

permeability, describes the flow through porous structures.
To this day no experimental procedure exists for tortuosity
measurement. In order to compute tortuosity one need to
integrate velocity field or use streamlines as described i.e. in
[Matyka 11].

path line elongation as given i.e. in
[Matyka08]:

We present preliminary results of tortuosity calculation directly
from velocity distribution functions. Using this approach one
could get tortuosity from already published velocity
distributions.

Le
T= --- ,
L
where Le is the line length and L is
the distance travelled.

Such approach may be also used to develop methodology for
an experimental tortuosity measurement with particle path-lines
computed on top of the measured velocity distributions (i.e.
from MRI).
k

Method

Our

procedure starts with pre-processing of the data
(sorting, normalization etc.). Then, we use the inverse
transform sampling to get two random velocity
components (u and v) from the given distributions.
Fig. 3: Tortuosity computed from VDF in the
flow over a random overlapping model
(similar to [Matyka08]). Dashed line represents
numerical fit to 1-p*log(phi).

Fig. 1: Velocity distribution function and cumulative distribution of velocity
component along flow direction (left) and traverse component (right) in
flow through overlapping quads in 2D at porosity 0.8.

Using random velocities we integrate equation of motion of
fictious, massless particle advected with the sampled velocity:
dx
--- = u,
dt
dy
--- = v.
dt
Resulting random-like pattern of particle represents its
movement in the velocity field. Exemplary particle paths (series
of 10) for two various porosities are plotted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4: Tortuosity of packed beds from VDF’s
in [Datta13, Rong13, Sederman97]. The
dashed line is a fit of an exponential
function to random sphere model data
from [Matyka11].

Future

Find as many papers with a proper VDF

distributions as possible and compute
tortuosity where possible.
Publish the results along with the code.
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